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In 1590, the dutch painter and printmaker hendrick goltzius (fig. 1) created a sim-
ple yet refined composition representing a motif  directly borrowed from Terence’s 

eunuchus, namely the sentence Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus (« Without ceres and 
Bacchus, Venus would freeze »).1 sixteen years later, around 1606, after having depicted 
several times the same subject in very different compositions, the master elaborated 
his last representation of  this theme in a most monumental pen werck (‘pen work’), in 
which he included a self-portrait staring at the viewer and holding in both hands the 
tools of  his metamorphic art : the burins.2 Many scholarly publications have correctly 
identified the textual source of  these works and, therefore, analysed goltzius’ visual 
constructions in strict relation to Terence’s play, stressing that the sentence was used 
« to describe wine and food as precondition for love ».3 

in spite of  such a systematic attention, however, no research has been undertaken 
in the attempt to historically interpret goltzius’ works within their original context of  
production, in connection with the social, artistic and economic boundaries of  their 
first ambient of  reception, the towns of  haarlem and amsterdam at the turn of  the 
centuries. as i shall demonstrate in this paper, the creation of  such a coherent corpus 
of  prints, drawings and paintings is directly associated with the horizon of  expecta-
tions of  a precise circle of  patrons, commissioners and art collectors : the wealthy 
dutch brewers.4 such a circumscribed net of  relations can provide, in fact, important 

1 « The words are spoken by the tipsy youth chremes, who after a bout of  drinking, returned to the 
maid pythias, embraced her and with little regard for the passage of  time declared, “Bless me, how 
much more lovely you look than you did just now.” pythias responded, “lord ! sir, and you are certainly 
much merrier,” to which chremes retorted, “Jove ! That’ll be a true saying that without ceres and Bac-
chus, Venus would freeze.” The adage derived its significance from the realms of  jurisdiction associated 
with the three roman gods, agriculture (ceres), wine (Bacchus) and love (Venus), and its meaning was 
clear – without food and wine, love would grow cold », in h. leeflang, g. luijten, Hendrick goltzius 
(1558-1617). Drawings, Prints and Paintings, exh. cat. amsterdam (rijksmuseum), zwolle, Waanders uit-
gevers, 2003, pp. 275-277. about this particular iconography see also goltzius-Studies : Hendrick goltzius 
(1558-1617), nederlands kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 1991-1992, zwolle, Waanders uitgevers, 1993. for Ter-
ence’s eunuchus see Terence, the Comedies, edited by p. Bovie, Baltimore-london, The Johns hopkins 
university press, pp. 153-225.

2 The most analytical study on goltzius’ pen wercken has been undertaken by l. W. nichols, the ‘Pen 
Works’ of  Hendrick goltzius, exh. cat. philadelphia (philadelphia Museum of  art), « Bulletin of  philadel-
phia Museum of  art », 88, 1991. 3 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., p. 248.

4 The present essay is part of  a larger study on the art practices and theories in haarlem around 1600, 
discussed as a post-doctoral research in art history at the istituto italiano di scienze umane (palazzo 
strozzi), on June 2007. My most grateful thanks go to david freedberg for reading so attentively the 
manuscript and discussing with me many of  its central issues before the publication.
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elements to explain the diffusion in 
holland around 1600 of  this pecu-
liar iconography – only tangential-
ly explored by emblem books and 
quite rarely represented by artists 
belonging to other contexts – in 
direct connection with a cultural 
horizon of  references in which an 
exquisitely northern interpretation 
of  Bacchus as the « first producer of  
beer » has significantly emerged. 
The work of  art, thus conceived 
as a system of  culturally and his-
torically determined signs, will be-
come the territory of  convergence 
of  stylistic, cultural and social 
components. The construction of  
the ‘meaning’ – or the articulation 
of  multilayered ‘meanings’ – con-
veyed by the artwork will there-
fore assume the form of  a ceaseless 
dialogue, a continual negotiation 
between individual projections and 
collective expectations.1

spaces Beyond Words

The most important biography devoted to hendrick goltzius has been written by 
karel van Mander in Het Schilder-boeck, « The Book of  painting ».2 published in hol-
land in 1604, Van Mander’s volume provides a quite impressive set of  biographies of  
painters and engravers from the north of  the alps. following the example of  gior-
gio Vasari, Van Mander’s ‘lives’ are introduced by a dense theoretical frame of  refer-
ence, the so-called didactic poem, « The foundations of  the liberal and noble art 
of  painting » (Den grondt der edel Vry Schilder-Const).3 Within the biographical section, 
the « life of  the henricus goltzius, illustrious painter, engraver and glass painter from 
Mulbracht » (t’leven van Henricus goltzius, uytnemende Schilder, Plaet-snijder en glaes-

1 for further explorations on the stimulating field of  art historical methodologies see k. Moxey, the 
Practice of  theory. Poststructuralism, Cultural Politics, and Art History, new York, cornell university, 1994, 
especially pp. 29-40.

2 on Van Mander see W. Melion, Shaping the netherlandish Canon. Karel van Mander’s ‘Schilder-boeck’, 
chicago-london, chicago university press, 1991 ; also r. de Mambro santos, il canone metamorfico. 
Saggio sulla pittura del manierismo fiammingo e olandese, roma-sant’oreste, apeiron, 1998.

3 k. van Mander, Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const, uitgegeven en van vertaling en commentaar 
voorzien door h. Miedema, utrecht, haentjens dekker & gumbert, 1973 ; and, more recently, idem, 
Principe et fondement de l’art noble et libre de la peinture, traduit et présenté par J. W. noldus, paris, les 
Belles lettres, 2008.

fig. 1. hendrick goltzius, Self-portrait. Vienna, 
albertina.
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schrijver van Mulbracht)1 plays a fun-
damental role in Van Mander’s def-
inition of  the cultural boundaries 
of  the northern pictorial tradition, 
the Schilder-const, programmatical-
ly distinguished from the ancient 
Pictura and the modern italian Pit-
tura.2 in these pages, goltzius is 
celebrated for his unique technical 
dexterity and outstanding stylistic 
polymorphism, thanks to which 
he was able to emulate faithfully 
the manner of  Bartholomeus 
spranger, the rendering of  albre-
cht dürer or the style of  any italian 
renaissance master such as rap-
hael, Titian or even the ‘inimita-
ble’ Michelangelo.3 Moreover, Van 
Mander is the first source to explic-
itly mention ceres, Bacchus and 
Venus as protagonists of  some of  
goltzius’ compositions : « he made 
various pieces on parchment, small 
and large ; among others a bacchus, 
Ceres and Venus, in which a cupid, 
by stoking the fire, causes a reflection on the figures ».4 

The earliest ‘pen work’ by goltzius representing the theme of  Sine Cerere et Libero 
friget Venus could be identified with the small, delicate yet sensual Venus and Cupid 
now at the Museum Boijmans-Van Beuningen in rotterdam (fig. 2).5 although nei-
ther ceres nor Bacchus are physically represented in the composition, unlike the in-
tertwined bodies of  Venus and cupid, their attributes – i. e. bunches of  cereals, grain 
and grapes – are clearly displayed in the foreground, next to two pigeons, represented 
as companions of  the goddess of  love to reinforce the atmosphere of  peaceful union 
that permeates the image. The physical absence of  Bacchus and ceres convey even 

1 for an english translation see k. van Mander, the Lives of  the illustrious netherlandish and german 
Painters, with an introduction and translation by h. Miedema, doornspijk, davaco, 1994, pp. 383-407.

2 on the contextual division of  the ‘art of  painting’ see r. de Mambro santos, roma fiamminga. i 
maestri nordici alla scoperta dell’antico e dell’italia, roma, edilazio, 2001.

3 k. van Mander, the Lives of  the illustrious netherlandish and german Painters, cit., pp. 398-399. in 
another eloquent paragraph of  goltzius’ biography, the author claims : « all these things mentioned 
together prove that goltzius is a rare proteus or Vertumnus in art, because he can transform himself  to 
all forms of  working methods », ibidem, p. 398.

4 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 398. in some other paragraphs, Van Mander names only Venus and cu-
pid as protagonists of  compositions whose subject-matter appears to be seemingly related to Terence’s 
dictum. This could be the case, for instance, of  goltzius’ work now at the philadelphia Museum of  art. 
for a synthesis regarding this last work see h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., pp. 275-277. in my opinion, 
however, this piece should be more properly interpreted in connection to the broader theme of  ‘Venus 
and satyr,’ instead of  Terence’s aphorism. 5 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., p. 239.

fig. 2. hendrick goltzius, Venus and Cupid. rot-
terdam, Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen.
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more subtly the idea, implicit in Terence’s aphorism, that these two divinities con-
stitute the fundamental premise for any successful love enterprise : without them, as 
the roman author claims, Venus would get inevitably ‘frozen.’

from a technical point of  view, the composition is a remarkable example of  
goltzius’ emulative capacities. in fact, what appears to be a print is, instead, a me-
ticulously outlined drawing in which the master captures the characteristic render-
ing of  the etching needle, with its variable curvilinear shapes. By wisely calibrating 
the contrast between enlightened areas and shadowy zones, goltzius emulates the 
typical circular contours of  the burin, thus ‘drawing’ an ‘engraving’. probably no 
one would have noticed, at first, such a technical disguise, not even the most refined 
‘art lovers’ or const-liefedighen. Master of  unpredictable stylistic metamorphosis, ren-
dered in a mirror-like game of  metalinguistic reflections, goltzius created in this 
work a meaningful image en travesti : a theme, one should bear in mind, that consti-
tutes the subterranean leitmotiv of  Terence’s unforgettable comédie des mœurs, the 
eunuchus.

on the other hand, it is important to remark that goltzius was by no means the first 
master to offer a visual translation of  Terence’s sentence. as a matter of  fact, the theme 
had been previously depicted in many sixteenth-century emblem books such as Bar-
thélemy aneau’s Picta Poesis, published in lyon in 1552 (fig. 3). in this emblem book, 
the three divinities stand on a high stage-like ground, along with cupid, without 

fig. 3. Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus, printed in B. aneau, Picta Poesis, lyon, 1552.
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really interacting.1 a text, written 
in latin and greek, accompanies 
the image stating that « demeter 
has for sustenance the horn of  
the amaltheia goat and Bacchus 
Bromius the bunch of  vine ». The 
image presents a quite rigid illus-
tration of  Terence’s theme and the 
artist who carved it does not seem 
to pay much attention to any stylis-
tic concerns. all that matters here is 
to provide an almost taxonomical, 
immediate and clear illustration of  
the four characters mentioned in 
the aphorism.

in goltzius’ more refined crea-
tion, on the contrary, the image 
has been carefully rendered in the 
attempt to deceive the spectator’s 
eye, to make him or her believe 
to be looking at an actual etching 
instead of  contemplating a highly elaborated drawing. any textual reference to Ter-
ence is missing. no captions or explanatory verses accompany the image. Therefore, 
the drawing stands as an autonomous visual construction and not as a simple illus-
tration subordinated to the aphorism. departing from the mere illustrative purposes 
shared by the prints published in previous emblem books, goltzius provides a much 
more sophisticated interpretation of  the subject, offering so subtle a treatment of  it 
that the viewer could not even grasp immediately its subject, depending on his or her 
ability in establishing extra-visual as well as literary connections.

The same subject appears in another small work by goltzius (fig. 4) in which Ve-
nus and cupid are once again depicted alone, holding the attributes of  their physically 
(but not metaphorically) absent companions, Bacchus and ceres : grain and grapes.2 
The work, generally dated around 1590, is an engraving – an authentic engraving this 
time – presenting close stylistic connections with spranger’s sinuous female models.3 
some years later, this delicate tondo would be used by agostino carracci as a model 
for an etching (fig. 5).4 

in this small piece, goltzius includes for the first time Terence’s sentence (with 
a little change : ‘Baccho’ instead of  ‘libero’) within the figurative space, thus creat-

1 B. aneau, Picta Poesis : Vt Pictvra Poesis erit, lugduni, M. Bonhomme, 1552. on Barthélemy aneau 
see J. spangler, a. adams, French emblems at glasgow, glasgow, faculty of  arts, university of  glasgow, 
2006. 2 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., p. 219.

3 for the most detailed and accurate account on spranger see T. dacosta kaufmann, the School of  
Prague. Painting at the Court of  rudolf  ii, chicago and london, The university of  chicago press, 1988, in 
particular p. 265.

4 on agostino carracci’s print see d. de grazia Bohlin, Prints and related Drawings by the Carracci 
Family. A Catalogue raisonné, london-Blomington, indiana university press, 1979, especially pp. 342-343.

fig. 4. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et baccho 
friget Venus. amsterdam, rijksmuseum, rijkspren-

tenkabinet.
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ing as a verbal frame for the whole 
composition : Sine Cerere et baccho 
friget Venus. staring amiably at the 
viewer, a charming naked Venus 
stands acrobatically on the trunk 
of  a tree holding, in one hand, 
some grapes and, in the other, a 
bunch of  grain and wheat. next to 
her, a winged little cupid sits on 
the ground, close to his bowls and 
arrows, trying to reach the bunch 
of  cereals held in her compan-
ion’s hand. Without touching each 
other, the two figures are visually 
engaged in a well-balanced compo-
sitional relation, with their bodies 
arranged in calculatedly contrast-
ing attitudes. While Venus raises 
her right hand forward, project-
ing her figure outside the graphic 
surface, in a spranger-like serpenti-
nata, cupid echoes, on the oppo-
site, the dynamic position used by 
Michelangelo in one of  his nudes 
of  the sistine chapel.

The major difference between 
the two compositions elaborated 

by goltzius in 1590 lies in the explicit reference to Terence’s text in the etching, which 
is not present in the ‘pen work’. The inscription unmistakably links goltzius’ image to 
the ancient source, helping the spectator to recognize the subject represented in the 
print, whereas in the pen werck the absence of  any verbal indication makes it harder for 
the viewer to identify the theme depicted by the artist. in order to avoid any unneces-
sary ambivalence regarding the subject of  the print, goltzius decide to quote the sen-
tence from the roman text, thus shaping a space in which word and image are deeply 
intertwined and equally involved in the process of  signification. Their mutual support, 
in spite of  any linguistic diversity, creates the potential space for an endless process of  
semiosis, locating the meaning in the threshold of  an image-and-word-relation.

in this rather simple composition goltzius creates a particular type of  space, in 
which the representation assumes the distinctive features of  the emblems, dealing 
simultaneously with verbal as well as iconic signs in the attempt to shape a visual-
ly-based grid of  semantic associations. in other words, goltzius’ engraving appears 
as an emblem in disguise, whose dilatable horizon of  meanings is the result of  the 
dynamic interaction between verbal and figurative systems. The convergence of  all 
elements present on the surface will in fact lead the spectator to the construction of  
a unified yet inevitably ambiguous message, opened to continuous semantic negotia-
tions between work and beholder, structures and interpreter. 

fig. 5. agostino carracci, Sine Cerere et baccho fri-
get Venus. london, The British Museum.
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This is, undoubtedly, one of  the 
most intriguing aspects of  the dia-
logue between words and images 
in the particular space of  represen-
tation named ‘emblems’. in spite 
of  their displaying well-defined 
forms, characters and attributes, 
not to mention words, captions 
and even ‘explanatory’ verses, the 
emblems form a territory of  signi-
fication in which all components, 
once set together, become some-
how other than themselves due to the 
flexible nature of  their structural as 
well as semantic liaisons. goltzius’ 
work echoes brilliantly the articu-
lated space of  emblems, superbly 
conciliating the sensual immediacy 
of  the image with the extra-visual 
allusiveness of  the words.

The verbal signs, strategically distributed outside the line circumscribing the repre-
sentation, invite the spectator to consider the image as a system of  visual metaphors 
related to the sentence borrowed from Terence. acting like a title or, more precisely, 
like a hermeneutic guideline, the sentence makes it possible to the beholder to rec-
ognize, in the elements held by Venus, the evocative depictions of  ceres (grain) and 
Bacchus (grapes), reinforcing in this way their symbolic value in the composition, 
notwithstanding their physical absence. as a matter of  fact, one could argue that it 
is thanks to the absence of  the gods that the word ‘Sine’ – i.e. ‘without’ – can really 
perform its semantic functions. not by accident, both letters and figures are carefully 
carved by the master and attentively distributed all over the surface : consequently, 
what is depicted here is not simply an accurate illustration of  a specific textual source, 
but a calculated construction in which words and images are equally important for 
the sake of  the interpretation. even the abstract patterns used to decorate the sen-
tence, dividing it into four symmetric portions, have been positioned in the outer side 
of  the framing-line as though to create four cardinal points, thus helping the viewer 
to read the sentence without getting lost. 

immediacy and mystery are, not by accident, central features of  any emblems. 
even though they usually represent very well-known notions or ideas, emblems have 
nonetheless the capacity to endlessly dilate the semantic horizons of  such a patrimo-
ny of  shared values, subtracting, adding and challenging any sedimentation of  mean-
ing in order to build up, over and over, new spaces of  sense : a goal magnificently 
achieved by goltzius in the organization of  his suggestive ‘emblematic spaces’.

it is not surprising, then, to find out that the master would have once again repre-
sented this theme five years later, adopting one more time the ‘emblem-like’ construc-
tion of  the space (fig. 6-7) : in a silver plate engraved as a night piece, goltzius depicts 
the michelangiolesque body of  a sensual Venus laying on a bed, while turning her 

fig. 6. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et Libero fri-
get Venus. Vienna, kunsthistorisches Museum.
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eyes toward a young good-looking 
Bacchus, crowned by a rich bunch 
of  grapes.1 The god, whose geni-
tals are conveniently covered by the 
same fruits, holds a half  filled glass 
in his right hand, ready to toast to 
the goddess of  love. on the op-
posite side of  the bed, cupid tries 
to keep alive the fire, from which 
comes the curvy form of  a dense 
smoke. in the foreground, ceres, 
crowned by an elegant decoration 
of  grain and wheat, is shown from 
behind, holding in her left hand 
a cornucopia filled with cereals. 
The sophisticated effects of  light 
as well as the emphatic chiaroscuro 
produced by the burning flame 
accentuate the voluptuous atmos-
phere of  the scene, transforming 

this gathering of  divinities in an intimate, almost luxurious, entr’acte d’amour. like 
the engraving created five years earlier, also this work is accompanied by verses writ-
ten by schonaeus paraphrasing, in a more elaborated way, Terence’s aphorism : Cum 
bacchi, et Cereris magnum mihi numine numen, mihi languenti renovant in pectore vires 
(« The great power of  Bacchus with that of  ceres, they renew my strength when i 
weaken »). 

The image is sealed with goltzius’ distinctive monogram, hg, although the date 
of  its creation, 1595, appears only ‘outside’ the nocturnal scene, consequently dilating 
the frontiers of  the representation. Thanks to this interplay of  signature and date, in 
fact, the ‘representation’ ends up encompassing all elements ‘presented’ on the sur-
face, in spite of  their heterogeneous nature : iconic or verbal, figurative or ornamen-
tal. The space of  the ‘representation’ literally coincides with the locus in which the 
forms are ‘presented,’ leaving in this way enough room to the viewer to evoke mul-
tiple allusions and grasp any sort of  extra-visual recalls. The tension between ‘pres-
entation’ and ‘representation’ will generate goltzius’ peculiar ‘emblematic space,’ 
in which the articulation of  all components physically displayed on the sheet will 
ultimately determine the potential meanings of  the work.

not surprisingly, the master consecrates, in the same year, another series of  engrav-
ings to Terence’s theme (fig. 8-10).2 in these images, however, goltzius represents 
each god in a single composition, instead of  setting them together. To inaugurate 
the series – friendly dedicated to the painter cornelis van haarlem3 – goltzius choos-
es to represent a young, muscular and statuesque figure of  Bacchus (fig. 9) in the act 

1 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., pp. 219-220. 2 ibidem, p. 204.
3 on goltzius friendship with cornelis van haarlem and other artists see J. p. filedt kok, Artists 

Portrayed by their Friends : goltzius and His Circle, « simiolus : netherlands Quarterly for the history of  
art », 65, 1996, pp. 161-181.

fig. 7. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et Libero 
friget Venus. paris, collection frits lugt, fondation 

custodia.
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of  raising up a cup, in a quite ritualistic 
gesture, reminiscent of  the god’s attitude 
in a sculpture by Jacopo sansovino (fig. 
11), now at the Museo del Bargello in flor-
ence. in goltzius’ engraving, Bacchus is 
accompanied by a little satyr playing with 
grapes, half  hidden under a dark shadow. 
significantly, the frame surrounding the 
composition no longer recalls the meta-
phorical space of  emblems but focuses ex-
clusively on the immediacy of  the image, 
further emphasizing its sense of  concrete 
tangibility thanks to the projection of  the 
god’s hand on the edge of  the frame. The 
semantic role played by the text is almost 
neglected in this work and appears re-
duced to little more than a caption. The 
verses, composed once again by schonae-
us, perform like small ‘moralizing’ sub-
titles for the visual representation, while 
the frame seems to act like a showcase 
in which images connected to the cult of  
Bacchus are programmatically displayed : 
on the upper part, two grotesque heads 
are represented on each corner and, on 
the opposite side, four glasses are carved 
with remarkable mastery in an astonish-
ing trompe-l’œil. These elements are relat-
ed with both past and present times : the 
glasses ‘portrayed’ by goltzius (fig. 12), 
for instance, repeat quite accurately the 
shapes of  actual sixteenth-century glasses 
used for the consumption of  beer in hol-
land (fig. 13-14), whereas the grotesque 
heads recall the pagan era when the cult 
of  Bacchus had first started. goltzius’s 
‘devotional mythology’ implicitly sug-
gests, therefore, that the god has been 
venerated both in past and present days.

such a sense of  sacrality will be fur-
ther explored by the artist one year later, 
in 1596, in the creation of  another series 
dedicated to Venus, ceres and Bacchus. 
carved by Jan saenredam, this series is 
commonly referred to as the Worship of  
bacchus, Venus, and Ceres, for it presents 

fig. 8. hendrick goltzius, Ceres from the 
series Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. amster-

dam, rijksmuseum, rijksprentenkabinet.

fig. 9. hendrick goltzius, bacchus from 
the series Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. am-
sterdam, rijksmuseum, rijksprentenkabinet.
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each god, individually represented in a single composition, in front of  a group of  
kneeling people acting like feverish worshippers (fig. 15-17).1 in the Worship of  bac-
chus (fig. 16), for example, three men of  different ages are depicted while drinking or 
humbly paying tribute to the god, accompanied as usual by a satyr carrying bunches 
of  grapes. The marble-like body of  Bacchus, carved with smoothness and delicacy, 
retrieves the paradigm of  classical beauty of  Apollo belvedere, while its position seems 
to paraphrase the sensual ambiguity of  Michelangelo’s bacchus (fig. 18). if  ‘properly’ 
dressed, one could have even exchanged the figure of  the pagan god for a christian 
character, given the intensely devotional atmosphere of  the scene. as for the back-
ground, it shows, on the right side, a group of  peasants dynamically working on the 
cultivation of  grapes and, on the centre, people engaged in producing wine, the most 
celebrated among Bacchus’ inventions.

a similar sense of  spiritual suspension pervades also another outstanding ‘pen 
work’ by goltzius, datable between 1596 and 1600 : bacchus and a Young Satyr (fig. 19).2 
stylistically, the piece reminds the image of  Bacchus represented in the etching dedi-
cated to cornelis van haarlem. particularly relevant, in both works, is the decoration 
of  the frame, with attributes related to the cult of  the god. unlike the former engrav-

1 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., pp. 205-206. 2 ibidem, p. 240.

fig. 10. hendrick goltzius, Venus from the series 
Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. amsterdam, rijks-

museum, rijksprentenkabinet.

fig. 11. Jacopo sansovino, bacchus. 
florence, Museo nazionale del Bar-

gello.
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ing, however, the pen werck displays only motifs associated with the ‘present’ ven-
eration of  Bacchus, neglecting any reference to his pagan past : only modern dutch 
glasses and jars are depicted in the four corners of  the composition with incredible 
sense of  volume, as if  they were concrete objects hanging on an imaginary wall. 

from a compositional point of  view, this ‘pen work’ appears quite different from 
any other work previously made by goltzius. for the first time, the master represents 
Bacchus and the satyr in a strong close-up, like devotional icons performing a most 
sacred action : the little satyr, with an extremely gracious gesture, offers a grape to 
Bacchus, unmistakably mimicking the christian ritual of  the holy host. androgynous 
yet highly idealized in its ancient features, Bacchus looks like a living figure and at the 
same time like a timeless sculpture, his mouth carefully rendered in the attempt to 
create an ambiguous effect of  motion, as if  the lips were ready to open or close. even 
the eyes of  the god, full of  indescribable sweetness, reinforce the idea that a mystic 
ritual, a ceremony of  acceptance is being represented.

Besides presenting itself  as an excellent example of  goltzius’s ability to create pen 
wercken, this work also represents, from an iconographic standpoint, a remarkable 
sample of  ‘devotional mythology,’ as one can easily understand just looking at the 
touching gesture of  the baby-satyr offering the grape to the god, in a tender slow-
motion action echoing the eucharistic act. The beardless face of  Bacchus – young, 
handsome yet venerable – appears quite reassuring in his peaceful physiognomy 

fig. 12. hendrick goltzius, bacchus (part. glasses) 
from the series Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. amster-

dam, rijksmuseum, rijksprentenkabinet.

fig. 13. Dutch glass. amsterdam, 
rijksmuseum.
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and transmits a sense of  profound serenity. The resemblance between Bacchus and 
christ, on the other hand, can be hardly considered accidental.1 as a matter of  fact, 
the pagan god has been often evoked in sixteenth-century texts and images in relation 
to the christian metaphor of  wine-blood, in virtue of  his association with grapes. 
clearly thus, the image of  Bacchus carved by goltzius, with its celebrative allusions 
to wine, convey more than ‘positive’ connotations.

finally, from a structural point of  view, it is important to note that, in this work, 
goltzius definitively abandons any attempt to organize the scene according to the 
parameters of  the ‘emblematic spaces’ pursued in his previous representations of  
the aphorism. as for the words, they are totally absent from this ‘pen work’ and, 
therefore, any connection with the theme of  Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus could 
be evoked only by inference, depending on the spectator’s cultural background. in 
fact, one could not even be sure that this image really represents Terence’s sentence. 
What one should immediately grasp, however, is the almost religious atmosphere 
of  the scene, in which the pagan god is celebrated as a peaceful divinity. reversing 
nietzsche’s well-known dichotomy between apollo and Bacchus, this particular ico-
nography shows a religious-like depiction of  an ‘apollinean Bacchus’2 in which the 

1 suggestive parallels between christ and Bacchus have been explored by M. calvesi, Le realtà del 
Caravaggio, Torino, einaudi, 1990.

2 for the ‘apollinian’ connotations of  Bacchus see l. konečny, Augustine Kasenbrot of  olomouc, His 
golden bowl in Dresden, and the renaissance revival of  ‘Poetic’ bacchus, « artibus et historiae », xxiv, 2003, 
pp. 185-197.

fig. 14. Dutch glass. amsterdam, rijksmuse-
um.

fig. 15. hendrick goltzius, the Wor-
ship of  Ceres from the series the Worship 
of  Ceres, bacchus and Venus. amsterdam, 

rijksmuseum, rijksprentenkabinet.
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god assumes unmistakably moral and even metaphysical implications. significantly, 
on the other hand, in works such as this goltzius refrains from using any composi-
tional device related to his former ‘emblematic’ solutions. The image, from now on, 
will be conceived by the artist as the only vessel of  sense in compositions – directly or 
intertextually – depicting Bacchus, ceres or Venus as paradigmatic exempla of  ‘posi-
tive’ values.

in praise of sobriety

The handsome appearance of  Bacchus in the works so far described reveals quite 
unambiguously ‘positive’ aspects associated with the god in sixteenth-century dutch 
art. By extension, also the act of  drinking is depicted, in these images, as a most ‘posi-
tive’ social habit. it is not surprisingly, then, to find that Bacchus often appears also in 
Van Mander’s Schilder-boeck in episodes related to the diffused (and some times exces-
sive) habit of  drinking, especially among northern artists. in many paragraphs, Van 
Mander narrates different stories in which drinking is recorded either as a ‘blameful’ 
or a ‘praiseful’ event, following the rhetoric distinction between vituperatio and enco-
mium.1 one could in fact divide all these episodes in two well-separated groups : on 

1 Very insightful interpretations concerning these two categories, in relation to different periods and 
contexts of  flemish and dutch art, can be found in e. M. kavaler, Pieter bruegel. Parables of  order and 

fig. 16. hendrick goltzius, the Worship of  
bacchus from the series the Worship of  Ceres, 
bacchus and Venus. amsterdam, rijksmuse-

um, rijksprentenkabinet.

fig. 17. hendrick goltzius, the Worship of  
Venus from the series the Worship of  Ceres, 
bacchus and Venus. amsterdam, rijksmuse-

um, rijksprentenkabinet.
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the one hand, scenes in which the protagonists, mostly artists, are harshly punished 
by fortune due to their uncontrolled way of  drinking and, on the other, sequences in 
which masters are highly celebrated for their impeccable social conduct, even when 
savouring a good glass of  beer. 

in the biography of  Joachim patenier, for example, Van Mander does not refrain 
from blaming the master’s behaviour under the effect of  alcohol, in spite of  his excel-
lency in art : « patenier », he bitterly comments, « was someone who, in contradiction 
to his noble art, led a rowdy life ; he was much inclined to drink (seer tot den dranck gh-
eneghen) so that he spent entire days at the inn and wasted his earnings in excess until, 
forced by necessity, he had to devote himself  to the money-making brushes ».1 much 
to the desperation of  his brilliant apprentice, Jan Mostaert, who, unlike his seldom 
sober master, had a wise disposition to work hard in order to improve his own artistic 
skills, avoiding thus any alcoholic temptation. not by accident, he will be remembered 
by Van Mander as a particularly elegant artist, able to socialize even with noblemen : 
« Jan Mostaert was not only an art-full painter but also noble in his habits, friendly in 
his manner, well-formed physically, well-spoken, magnanimous and courteous, came 

enterprise, new York, cambridge university press, 1999, and T. Todorov, eloge du Quotidien. essai sur la 
peinture hollandaise du xviie siècle, paris, denoel, 1996.

1 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 134.

fig. 18. Michelangelo, bacchus. flor-
ence, Museo nazionale del Bargello.

fig. 19. hendrick goltzius, bacchus and a Young 
Satyr. Vienna, albertina.
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to be held in high regard and esteem and well thought of  and loved by most of  the 
nobility in the country ».1 once, Van Mander remembers, a certain count came to 
visit the artist in his workshop and, since it was almost lunch time, Mostaert « ordered 
the assistants, his pupils, to help him set something before the lords for breakfast, but 
the count went himself  to the cupboard or sideboard, cut off  and breakfasted upon 
what he found, and the other lords did the same, and they drank from a jug of  beer 
which they passed around among themselves (en droncken een can bier onder malcander 
om) ».2 sealed by an unequivocal sign of  familiarity – drinking from the same jug – the 
encounter between the ‘noble’ painter and the ‘nobleman’ repeats a social leitmotif 
in renaissance art literature : the promising exchanges among artists and illustrious 
patrons. in addition to this topos, it is also worth outlining the fact that a specific kind 
of  drink has been mentioned in this sentence, namely the beer : a drink, we shall see, 
that played a central role in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century dutch economy.

if  an artist like Mostaert was always able to control himself  while drinking, the 
opposite seemed to have occurred with Marten van heemskerck’s disciples. in spite 
of  the master’s most exemplary behaviour, many of  his pupils have lost themselves 
in the labyrinth of  excessive drinking as Van Mander profusely tells us : a young man 
named cornelis, for instance, who was originally from gouda, although praised as « a 
most art-full, distinguished portraitist » and for being « in his youth […] very averse to 
drink (in zijn jeught heel dronck-hatigh) », once he started working in the courts, ended 
up finding himself  « in the company of  the great » and, then, « changed dramatically, 
so that even great drinkers were in awe of  him, and thus he fell completely into 
decline and became a bungler. Therefore », Van Mander severely concludes, « youth 
must avoid following such examples ».3

far from being an isolated case, cornelis’ addiction to alcohol was only one of  
the many examples available among northern painters. another case is described in 
the life of  hans Bamesbier, a german pupil of  the most celebrated master of  liège, 
lambert lombard. presented as a « fine painter and portraitist, » Bamesbier is mainly 
remembered by Van Mander for having « turned very bad through drink (door den 
dranck) » in his old age.4 Quite remarkably, in this short biographical note, the author 
seems so worried about the moral implications of  the tale that he does not comment 
on any of  Bamesbier’s artistic achievements, providing only a concrete example of  
‘a-model-that-should-not-be-followed’ by the reader.

also in other biographies, much longer and more detailed than Bamesbier’s, Van 
Mander eagerly emphasizes that certain masters, such as Joos van Winghen, have 
produced so « few and yet good paintings (weynich doch goede schilderije) »5 for their 
uncontrollable, shameful drinking habits. surprisingly though, in the case of  Wing-
hen, Van Mander argues that, notwithstanding his ethylic problems, he should not be 
pointed out as a wine-addicted for, in his opinion, he « did not make many [paintings] 
because he enjoyed company, though he was no drunkard (doch geen dronckaert), but 
just used to take pleasure in passing the time chatting over a jug of  wine (een kan Wi-
jns) ».6 eloquently, the product of  such a potential temptation – the wine – is explicitly 
mentioned by the author.

1 ibidem, p. 174. 2 ibidem, p. 174. 3 ibidem, p. 169.
4 ibidem, pp. 169-170. 5 ibidem, p. 317. 6 ibidem, p. 317.
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however, the most striking example of  the contrast between supreme artistic incli-
nations and extreme alcoholic addiction is provided by Van Mander in his long, caus-
tic and extraordinarily detailed account on sixteenth-century antwerp master, frans 
floris. described as a superlative artist in the representation of  human figures, able 
to depict any muscle, nerve or articulation thanks to his incredible manual virtuosity, 
floris is nevertheless the target of  one of  Van Mander’s most violent attacks against 
the northern tendency to excessive drinking. in phrases that seemed written out of  
rage and fury, the author expresses his deep concerns about the habit of  uncontrolled 
alcohol consumption. like the parable of  a fallen-angel, the life of  floris is presented 
as an example of  moral failure, in spite of  its most remarkable artistic contributions. 
according to Van Mander, the starting point of  floris’ decline coincides with his re-
turn from italy, where he had spent several months studying ancient as well as mod-
ern artworks. « When frans had returned to these netherlands », Van Mander says, 
« he quickly showed himself  to be a great master through his art ».1 unfortunately, 
short afterwards he started squandering his time and eventually « began to lapse into 
our customary netherlandish malaise of  dipsomania so that, to the detriment of  his 
art and his noble talent, he was held to be as great a drunkard as a painter (een also 
groot Dronckaert als Schilder) ».2 

To convince the reader of  the seriousness of  problems related to the « most common 
vice among us, netherlanders »3 – namely, excessive drinking – Van Mander describes 
in detail how this shameful custom had affected and almost destroyed floris’ life. 
adopting a bitter moralistic tone, he recalls, in a paragraph particularly emphatic, an 
episode that had occurred just after frans’ return to antwerp. although the episode 
is quite evident in itself  as an exemplum of  alcoholic addiction, what makes it even 
more significant is the fact that Van Mander addresses directly the reader, explaining 
that, if  he is paying so much attention to such a sad motif  – i.e. the description of  the 
artist’s « vices » – it is exclusively for the sake of  his pedagogical aims, in the hope that 
any future artist, patron or collector, after reading these sentences, would know what 
not to do, following therefore floris’ lesson a contrario. as Van Mander puts it :

i shall now reluctantly relate here some of  floris’ excesses, but i do hope that they might 
lead more to disapproval and horror than that they should be imitated and praised among 
the practitioners of  our art and that youth, however well it can take it, will not try to attain 
fame in this way ; for among us netherlanders (by ons Duytschen) excessive, intemperate drink-
ing (t’onmaetlijck overdadigh drincken) is wrongly generally tolerated and is not considered as 
shameful, worthless and sinful abuse – yes, in some circles the ability to withstand a lot of  
drink is even praised and celebrated – other sensible populations regard this undeserving art 
to be the most appalling, worthless shame in the world, yes as a more than bestial, unreason-
able and unnatural sin, and it is rejected as a truly poisonous mother of  all malevolence and 
intemperance, looked upon and avoided as horrible.4

captured in the trap of  addiction, floris was no longer able to stop drinking and ul-
timately involved also his pupils in these rituals of  alcoholic aberration. however, as 
Van Mander recalls with relief, the master did recognize, by the end of  his life, how 
intolerably low he had fallen due to his uncontrolled drinking performances :

1 ibidem, p. 217. 2 ibidem, p. 218.
3 ibidem, p. 218. 4 ibidem, p. 218.
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he was too far gone in these habits and could not easily leave his drink-loving hangers-on 
(zijnen dranck-lievenden) or send them away ; for all servants of  Bacchus inclined to excessive 
drinking delighted to be in his company (alle veel suypghesinde bacchus Dienaren geern by hem 
waren). since his immunity to alcohol was famous, some great boozers or drinkers were envi-
ous of  his great celebrity ; among others six big, tough gorgers, bass players from Brussels, 
once came to antwerp simply to test in reality the art of  holding drink which they had heard 
that floris possessed, and in order to enter into a contest or competition with him. floris was 
able to acquit himself  so well that he left three laid-out halfway through the meal. The other 
three held on for a long time, but because of  the long duration of  the struggle two of  them 
began to splutter, on which account frans’ courage increased and with a large hand-held 
glass, or capacious frankfoorder, he drank them under the table. The last, who held out the 
longest, was forced eventually to acknowledge frans his master, for when bidding farewell at 
the inn, when he accompanied frans to the place where his horse stood ready with five or 
six bare-headed pupils, floris had another pitcher of  rhenish red wine (rijnschen baey) pulled 
which he held in his hand in order to display his great art of  resisting to drink, for while stand-
ing on one leg he toasted his defeated champion and drained the whole pitcher of  wine at 
one draught, and when he had done that he mounted his white horse and rode home into the 
night as a victorious champion.1

as great a drinker as a painter, the example of  frans floris could exercise very bad 
influences on the youngest generations for its most reproachful lack of  control. for 
this reason, after having patiently described the alcoholic tendencies of  the master, 
Van Mander names one of  the greatest philosophers of  sixteenth-century holland, 
dirk Volckertsz coornhert (fig. 20),2 who unambiguously condemns frans’ wild 
behaviour :

floris was reprimanded by some, among others by the poet […] coornhert, who sent him a 
letter with an invented dream set in rhyme, namely how albert dürer appeared to him as a 
distinguished old man who praised frans’ art highly but severely attacked his way of  life (die 
Fransen Const hoogh loofde maer zijn leven hardt bestraftede). eventually, at the end of  the text, he 
says to frans : if  what i have dreamt is not true, consider it certainly to be true that you have 
been severely reprimanded.3

The master’s many ‘virtues’ in the art of  painting were, therefore, dangerously men-
aced by his unforgivable ‘vices’ in the « undeserving art (brooloose Const) » of  excessive 
drinking, as Van Mander calls it. it is important to outline however that, even though 
Van Mander clearly despises the behaviour of  the six contenders from Brussels, he 
stresses, with paradoxical pleasure, that they had been beaten by a still sober floris, 
who, in spite of  all wine, had never lost his temper nor control. Quite the opposite : 
assisted by his « great art of  resisting to drink (zijn groot teughsche Const), » floris was 
not only sober enough to keep holding in his hand « another pitcher of  rhenish red 
wine, » but could also stand on « one leg » and toast « his defeated champion », draining 
« the whole pitcher of  wine at one draught », unlike the six poor flemish fellows. The 

1 ibidem, pp. 221-222.
2 for further analysis on coornhert’s philosophical as well as theatrical works see g. Voogt, Con-

straint on trial : Dirk Volckertsz Coornhert and religious Freedom, kirksville, Mo, Truman state university 
press, 2000. on the relation between coornhert and goltzius see W. l. strauss, Hendrik goltzius, 1558-
1617. the Complete engravings and Woodcuts, new York, abaris Books, 1977.

3 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 218.
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most blatant difference between 
floris and his Bruxelles contenders 
seems to lie, then, not so much in 
the former’s astonishing perform-
ance as a drinker as in his remark-
able sobriety after having been 
drinking excessively : symptom, 
one may infer, of  an outstanding 
capacity of  self-control. in other 
words, the artist is described as 
someone whose behaviour, al-
though criticisable, is paradoxically 
close to that of  a stoic philosopher, 
able to face any adversity without 
loosing his fortress-like control : 
notwithstanding his ethylic ‘vices,’ 
floris deserves to be praised on ac-
count of  his most ‘virtuous’ self-
control. it is also worth pointing 
out two other elements related to 
this episode : first, the notion of  
self-control appears very close, in 
Van Mander’s textual strategies, to 
the calculated mention of  coorn-
hert’s name, a man who, at that 

time, was one of  the most influential dutch thinkers in matters of  social codes and 
moral values ; second, the fact that the product that had led floris to perform such an 
exhibitionist drinking-mise-en-scène was (once again) wine and not beer.

The connection between artistic dexterity, moral self-control and beer reappears 
quite programmatically in the biography of  hendrick goltzius, in which the master 
is described as an authentic neo-stoic mind and a distinguished « philosopher of  na-
ture » (natuerlijck Philosooph).1 Van Mander proudly underlines goltzius’ impeccable 
lifestyle stating that he « is someone who does not concern himself  in any way with 
worldly events and general gossips for he is someone who, because of  outstanding 
love of  art, likes to have peace of  mind, be quiet and solitary, while art has claimed 
the whole person for herself ».2 While in rome, where he stayed from January to 
august 1591, goltzius did not waste his time in useless activities such as drinking in 
company of  other northern travellers but « dedicated himself, as ordinary students 
do, steadily and diligently to drawing after the best and most important antiques ».3

conducting a nearly monastic existence during this trip, goltzius avoided any 
sort of  sensual or alcoholic temptation, notwithstanding his closest companion – 
Jan Mathijsz Ban – were a rich and prominent brewer from haarlem. along with 

1 ibidem, p. 405.
2 ibidem, pp. 402-3. for a stoic-based interpretation of  goltzius’ works, see r. de Mambro santos, Le 

virtù romane. temi e motive dello stoicismo nell’arte nordica del Cinquecento, roma, edilazio, 2005.
3 Van Mander, op. cit., p. 390.

fig. 20. hendrick goltzius, Portrait of  Dirck Vol-
ckertsz Coornhert. amsterdam, rijksmuseum, rijk-

sprentenkabinet.
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another gentleman, philips van Winghen, goltzius spent several weeks with Ban, 
exploring different places in italy, from naples to Bologna, from Venice to gaeta. 
once returned to holland, the friendship between goltzius and Ban became even 
stronger, as suggested by documents found in the archives of  haarlem and published 
by Bredius, hirschmann and, more recently, by nichols.1 Just to mention one exam-
ple : on december 21, 1613, the names of  goltzius and Ban appear, side by side, in a 
note regarding frederick de Vries, in which both artist and brewer are mentioned as 
the executors of  frederick’s will.2 

Ban is also frequently remembered in the pages of  Het Schilder-boeck as a prestig-
ious art collector and a most generous commissioner of  paintings. not surprisingly, 
Van Mander dedicates the central part of  his book – the « lives of  the illustrious 
flemish, dutch and german painters » (Het Leven der Doorluchtighe nederlandtsche en 
hoogduytsche Schilders) – to Jan Mathijsz Ban and cornelis gerritsz Vlasman, local 
producers of  beer fervently praised as « good friends » who were « doubly related by 
marriage, and lovers of  the art of  painting ».3 in a sentence referring to Ban’s profes-
sion, Van Mander proposes a most suggestive connection between Bacchus and beer 
making, asserting that both Ban and Vlasman should be indicated as honorable heirs 
of  « the first producer of  beer, Bacchus or dyonisius (den eerstn bier-brower baccho oft 
Dionysio) ».4 such a mention, so far neglected by scholars, provides an insightful infor-
mation concerning the historical context in which goltzius’ representations of  Sine 
Libero et Cerere friget Venus have been created.

in fact, in the period between 1583 and 1604 – i.e. the years in which, respectively, 
Van Mander moved to holland and published Het Schilder-boeck – the economic life 
of  haarlem was mainly based on the production of  beer. as extensively investigated 
by pieter Biesboer and richard unger among other scholars,5 beer was by far the 
most common and consumed drink among flemish, dutch and german people in 
the sixteenth-century and, surprisingly as it may sound nowadays, the long list of  
consumers includes also children of  any age. The water was mostly undrinkable and, 
for this reason, it was not very used in the daily life as an ordinary drink. The quality 
of  the milk was likewise unsatisfactory and consequently its diffusion was primarily 
related to the process of  cheese making. drinks such as coffee or tea were still quite 
unusual among the larger social strata. as for the consumption of  wine, according 
to the data examined by Biesboer and unger, it will start being widely consumed in 
holland only throughout the eighteenth century, although its diffusion among the 
richest social circles is documented as early as the fifteenth-century. 

on the other hand, beer was largely consumed not only in reason of  its capacity 

1 for documents regarding goltzius see a. Bredius, Künstler-inventare. urkunde zur geschichte der 
holländischen Kunst des xviten, xviiten, und xviiiten Jahrhunderts, The hague, nijhoff, 1915-1922 ; o. hir-
schmann, Hendrick goltzius, leipzig [1920] ; l. W. nichols, Hendrick goltzius. Documents and Printed 
Literature Concerning his Life, in goltzius-Studies : Hendrick goltzius (1558-1617), cit. (cf. supra, p. 00, footnote 
1), deel 42-43, pp. 77-120.

2 l. W. nichols, Hendrick goltzius, cit., p. 106.
3 k. van Mander, op. cit., pp. 46-49. 4 ibidem, p. 49.
5 p. Biesboer, c. Togneri, Collections of  Paintings in Haarlem, 1572-1745, los angeles, getty research 

institute, 2001 ; r. W. unger, A History of  brewing in Holland, 900-1900. economy, technology and the State, 
leiden, Brill, 2001 ; and also r. W. unger, beer in the Middle Ages and the renaissance, philadelphia, uni-
versity of  pennsylvania press, 2007.
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to sedating thirsty but mainly for its nutritious qualities, as a significant complement 
for the daily nourishing diet, thanks also to its variable quantity of  alcohol. in this 
context, beer became « a necessity, a part of  everyday life, a drink for everyone of  any 
age or status, and a beverage for all times of  the day », as unger claims.1 « drinking 
was a social activity looked on by people of  the day with neither suspicion nor awe. 
[…] excessive drinking did exist and was frowned on […]. among alcoholic drinks 
beer was the standard beverage for breakfast. people drank at home and in public 
places, from morning throughout the day until well into the evening. in fact, alcohol 
consumption was so normal that society depended on it to maintain cohesion ».2

in regard to the production of  beer in sixteenth-century dutch territories, the 
available data demonstrate that the town of  haarlem was, before 1570, responsible 
for 15 % of  the production in the whole region of  holland and became just a few dec-
ades later, the primary economic source of  prosperity and earnings for local people. 
right after the terrible siege of  1573, haarlem used to possess approximately fifty beer 
factories ; around 1620, there were more then one hundred fully operating factories. 
« The brewing industry, » unger justly concludes, « was a significant contributor, as 
well as participant, in the emergence of  holland as the most important province in 
the northern netherlands and in the rising income of  the region ».3

The producers of  beer constituted, therefore, one of  the most prominent and in-
fluential groups in the haarlem society of  the time, progressively imposing its eco-
nomic power over the other social layers. The old nobility was reduced to just a few 
representatives who had already lost, from the beginning of  the fifteenth-century, 
almost all their former properties and feudal privileges, as well as their effectiveness 
as a ruling force. The most relevant group in haarlem – from both an economical 
and political point of  view – was formed by the producers of  beer, who, by the end 
of  the eighth decade of  the sixteenth century, had definitely assumed the role previ-
ously played by the nobility as a leading group in the administration of  the town. as 
richard unger remarks, « the common interest in the gains from brewing generated 
close links between the government and the brewing industry. in many cases brewers 
were part of  government, or at least of  civic government ».4 in fact, « brewers’ critical 
role in supplying tax income to governments not only made them popular with pub-
lic authorities but also made them into a part of  public authorities. The cooperation 
between government and brewers to increase public income […] led to a merging of  
the profession and public power ».5

significantly, in the years between the first work devoted by goltzius to the theme 
of  Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus and his last composition on this subject, the city 
councillors of  haarlem have been almost exclusively taken from the members of  
this particular social group – the brewers – although their election was done not in 
accordance with any democratic kind of  selection, based on votes, but by means of  
a public nomination promoted by men who had been previously appointed as coun-
cillors-to-life and occupied, inevitably, a privileged position within the local scale of  
power. even mayors and other civic representatives of  the town were usually elected 

1 r. W. unger, beer in the Middle Ages and the renaissance, cit., p. xiii.
2 ibidem, pp. 2-3. 3 ibidem, p. 86.
4 ibidem, p. 10. 5 ibidem, p. 182.
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among these councillors-to-life and have been several times chosen among beer pro-
ducers.

furthermore, Van Mander mentions several examples of  astonishing Wunderkam-
mern and rich art collections gathered by dutch brewers, listing also a large number of  
paintings directly commissioned by them. To mention but one example : one of  Van 
Mander’s first masters, pieter Vlerick, is remembered for having painted a scene in 
which young Joseph desperately tries to avoid the voluptuous flirtations of  potiphar’s 
wife ; this painting, Van Mander recalls, was made « for a brewer called ian Bonte (voor 
eenen brouwer gheheeten ian bonte) ».1 generous supporters of  the dutch art market 
throughout the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, the producers of  beer are 
praised in Het Schilder-boeck as ‘art lovers’ (const-lief hebbers) as well as ‘knowledgeable 
people in matters of  art’ (const-verstandighen).2 in other words, they were ‘connois-
seurs’ able to evaluate the pictorial qualities of  a work in accordance with strictly 
« artistic » (constighe) criteria, instead of  basing their judgment on merely mimetic pa-
rameters. in Van Mander’s distinction between ‘ordinary’ viewers (ghemeenen volcke) 
and ‘learned’ spectators of  art (gheleerden en const-verstandighe), the brewers undoubt-
edly belonged to the second category and were also celebrated for their indefatigably 
supporting the development of  the schilder-const.

The Wine of Wisdom

hendrick goltzius’ close and long-lasting relationship with dutch brewer Jan Mathi-
jsz Ban provides an important note regarding the context in which his works rep-
resenting Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus have been elaborated and first purchased. 
Thanks to this horizon of  social, cultural and artistic references it is possible to un-
dertake a micro-historical analysis of  this iconography in order to understand its cap-
illary diffusion in such a particular context. Both Van Mander’s text and goltzius’ 
images present Bacchus as a sober, elegant divinity, a gentle and polite god not as-
sociated at all with excessive consumption of  alcoholic beverages. far from assum-
ing the frantic attitudes often associated with his being ‘lord of  the Wine,’ Bacchus 
appears in these images as an impeccable exemplum of  ‘positive’ behavior : calm, se-
rene, even detached. Moreover, his peculiar relation with brewing, in an exquisitely 
northern sense, as Van Mander proposes, beyond his notorious link with wine mak-
ing, reinforces the hypothesis that the diffusion of  the iconography of  Sine Cerere et 
Libero friget Venus in haarlem at the end of  the sixteenth century could be related to 
goltzius’ association with brewers, such as Ban and Vlasman. although Terence’s 
sentence had been already adopted by authors of  emblem books, thanks to goltzius’ 
remarkable skills and his new approach to the subject, it will become a much more 
popular theme, at least among the members of  this specific audience. By inventing 
a strikingly new working method – the pen wercken so attentively described by Van 
Mander – and by abandoning gradually compositional devices related to the word-
and-image-space typical of  the emblematic devices, goltzius has further reinforced 

1 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 262.
2 Van Mander’s significant distinction between the different audiences is a topic i have addressed in r. 

de Mambro santos, La civil conversatione pittorica. riflessione estetica e teoria artistica in Karel van Mander, 
roma-sant’oreste, apeiron, 1997.
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the role of  the image as a vehicle of  ideas, thus transforming schematic illustrations 
of  a text in powerful visual interpretations of  it.

on the other hand, Bacchus’ unexpected association with beer opens up a new 
chain of  questions concerning the social, intellectual and economic environment of  
late sixteenth-century haarlem. The explicit liaison between Bacchus and brewing 
could explain why the god has been so systematically represented by goltzius and 
other contemporary masters as a handsome, gentle and somehow aristocratic be-
ing, always displaying a most commendable behavior. his intimate relationship with 
ceres and Venus could be equally read in the light of  the brewing metaphor pro-
posed by Van Mander, since the attributes of  the first (grain and wheat) were directly 
related, as ingredients, to the actual process of  beer making, whereas the symbolic 
allusion of  love and union, sensually evoked by the figures of  Venus and cupid, could 
be easily assimilated to the process of  boiling, through which all primary ingredients 
of  the beer were transformed into a new product, thanks to a metamorphosis com-
parable to an alchemical experiment.

surrounded by Venus, ceres and cupid, Bacchus becomes therefore the meta-
phorical defender of  a genuinely northern product, socially diffused and financially 
indispensable for the maintenance of  an increasingly expansionist economy. as Bies-
boer and unger have demonstrated in their studies, the consumption of  beer was so 
widely spread in holland among the population that the act of  drinking could not be 
object of  moralistic condemnations. The problem, in other words, was not whether 
to drink or not, but how (and how much) to drink. « The society did not know about 
alcoholism », unger states. « The concept simply did not exist. people thought alcohol 
therapeutic and a normal part of  life ».1 

The visual evidences of  drinking practices in sixteenth-century holland as well as 
the verbal descriptions of  it convey, however, the idea that a dual system of  evalua-
tion might have existed at the time : depending on whether a person was able or not 
to drink in accordance with certain rules of  decorum, such an act could become either 
an object of  enthusiastic encomium or disgusted vituperatio. a good visual sample of  
the first case is provided by cornelis van haarlem’s composition portraying, in quite 
vivid poses, various members of  a local civic militia (fig. 21). Van Mander punctually 
describes the painting, remarking that « all sitters communicate their habits or incli-
nations by their gesture : those who are accustomed to trade slap each other’s hand ; 
those who like a drink hold a jug or a glass (die geern drincken, hebben de Can of  t’glas), 
and so forth : to each his own ».2 far from being regarded as a nefarious habit, drink-
ing appears, in this scene, as a socially reinvigorating practice, conferming that the 
‘moral’ implications of  the act of  drinking were not linked to the product per se, but 
rather to the way, place and occasion in which it was consumed.

as a matter of  fact, Van Mander does not neglect to mention many episodes in 
which the act of  drinking appears as a perfect opportunity to undertake fruitful ex-
changes and, thereby, he almost encourages the organization of  such ‘banquets of  
decorum.’ What is important is to distinguish, according to Van Mander, between a 
‘proper’ and an ‘immoral’ way of  drinking. reading these pages, one notices how-
ever that, in most occasions in which a master is criticized for having performed an 

1 r. W. unger, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 2 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 429.
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unbridled behavior, the cause of  such a lost of  control is quite systematically con-
nected to the consumption of  wine, whereas in the descriptions of  elegant meetings 
or cordial social gatherings beer will be most certainly mentioned as the product of  
sober toasts. such a moral as well as material distinction perform like an invisible 
yet continuous narrative device throughout Van Mander’s pages, where it assumes 
a function that could be assimilated to roland Barthes’ « effet du réel ».1 in the cases 
of  patenier, Bamesbier, floris and heemskerck’s pupils, the uncontrolled drinking 
was explicitly related to the consumption of  wine, while in the exemplary cases of  
« balanced » toasts, undertaken by masters such as Mostaert or the civic guardians 
portrayed by Van haarlem, the glasses were filled with the northern nectar of  Bac-
chus, the wine of  wisdom : beer.

from an iconographic standpoint, the most diffused depictions representing 
morally ambiguous acts of  drinking, in a flemish or dutch context of  the six-
teenth-century, were scenes of  frantic peasants, jumping, dancing or even vom-
iting around a table (fig. 22). on the opposite side of  such a ‘moralistic’ coin, 
goltzius’ more and more sophisticated visual translations of  Terence’s aphorism 
would have provided excellent examples of  ‘positive’ representations of  the ‘art’ 
of  drinking. 

1 r. Barthes, L’effet du réel in Litérature et réalité, paris, editions du seuil, 1982.

fig. 21. cornelis van haarlem, banquet of  the officers of  the Company of  St. george. haarlem, 
frans hals Museum.
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elegant, hieratic poses and a refined sense of  aequilibrium are, not by accident, pre-
dominant characteristics of  one of  goltzius’ most striking ‘pen works :’ the depiction 
of  Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus now at the British Museum in london (fig. 23).1 
such a magnificent ‘drawing-engraving,’ signed and dated 1593, represents Bacchus, 
accompanied as usual by a little satyr, and ceres, standing on the opposite side of  a 
tree, clearly displaying their attributes while staring at Venus, whose sinuous antique-
like body is smoothly caressed by the light coming from the burning fire, kept alive 
thanks to cupid’s blow. such an exquisite image would have most certainly appealed 
to the aesthetic expectations as well as to the moral coordinates of  brewers art-lovers, 
for its capacity to recall processes, techniques and components directly involved with 
the production of  beer. from the burning fire (allusive of  the process of  distillation) 
to the presence of  wheat, malt and grain (adopted by brewers as ingredients for their 
product), goltzius’ image could be understood by such a category of  beholders as 
an implicit allegory in which Bacchus, symbolically posing as « the first producer of  
beer », in spite of  his consuetudinary holding grapes, waits for Venus’ signal, along 
with ceres, to unite their attributes-ingredients in the metamorphic fire. any brewer 
would have immediately recognized, among ceres’ different attributes, important 
components of  the beer, especially grain.

1 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., p. 248.

fig. 22. karel van Mander, Peasants. st petersburg, state hermitage Museum.
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furthermore, Bacchus is not the only god who has been metaphorically associated 
with the beer, but also ceres, as demonstrated by a xylography carved in germany 
around 1601, from a series of  prints entitled Der Danziger Frawen und Jungfrawn ge-
breuchliche Zierheit und tracht (« The customary decoration and dress of  the women 
and maiden of  danzig » : fig. 24).1 in this image, a woman is depicted in the unusual 
task of  carrying a chariot charged with empty barrels of  beer, running back to a place 
where she could fill them up once again, as indicated in the latin sentences below the 
composition, in which the figure of  ceres is explicitly indicated : Ministra Zytopoeia. 
Facta equa, nympha, rotas traho, vasa repurgo. Dat vires Cereris vis mihi cocta vadis. in the 
conclusive verses, the energetic female carrier is named – not without irony – brawer 
Magd, i.e. ‘Beer Maiden’.

in the case of  goltzius’ outstanding pen werck, the visual as well as the semantic 
centrality of  Venus emphasized the role of  love as the unifying linkage of  the whole 
group. such a conceptual premise – love as the best way to obtain a promising union 
among different beings and elements – is also present in another representation by 
goltzius dedicated to Terence’s phrase : a synthetic yet refined drawing now at the 
koninklijke Museum voor schone kunsten in Bruxelles (fig. 25), later rearranged by 
the master in a more detailed grisaille, signed and dated, « hgoltzius fecit a° 1599 » 

1 for further comments on the german xylography see r. W. unger, op. cit., pp. 222-224. i would 
like to thanks ortwin knorr, from Willamette university, for his most friendly help with the translation 
of  the title into english.

fig. 23. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et Libe-
ro friget Venus. london, The British Museum.

fig. 24. the beer Maiden, printed in Der 
Danziger Frawen und Jungfrawn gebreulich-

liche Zierheit und tracht, 1601.
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(fig. 26).1 This last oil cartoon would be eventually translated by Jan saenredam in 
an etching dated 1600 (fig. 27). once again, the three gods appear reunited in quite 
intertwined poses and attitudes. framed by an elegant bed with baldachin, the di-
vinities’ gestures remind the iconography of  the three graces. along with the gods, 
cupid is depicted in the act of  playing with Bacchus’ attributes in the foreground, 
while Venus nonchalantly stretches her arms around the other divinities, creating a 
sensual link between them.

The arrangement of  the three characters in this work would later on be used by 
goltzius as the starting point for his last and most impressive representation of  Ter-
ence’s theme : a ‘pen work’ dated around 1606, now in the hermitage Museum in st 
petersburg (fig. 28).2 after having sketched the major elements of  this composition 
with red chalk, the master displayed all his astonishing dexterity in emulating the 
rendering of  etchings by means of  swelling lines and various intersecting patterns, 
proving, as Van Mander claimed, that he was indeed « a rare proteus or Vertumnus 
in art » able to « transform himself  to all forms of  working methods ».3 however, the 

1 h. leeflang, g. luijten, op. cit., pp. 230-233.
2 ibidem, pp. 277-279. in this paper i will not be considering goltzius’ ‘pen work’ datable around 1599-

1602, now at the philadelphia Museum of  art, usually referred to as Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. This 
work will be the central subject of  a further publication in which i shall demonstrate why it does not 
belong to the series of  images done by goltzius in strict reference to Terence’s aphorism, but should be, 
instead, related to the more sexually-oriented iconography of  Venus with satyr.

3 k. van Mander, op. cit., p. 398.

fig. 25. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et 
Libero friget Venus. Bruxelles, koninklijke 

Musea voor schone kunsten van België.

fig. 26. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et 
Libero friget Venus. london, The British Mu-

seum.
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most unexpected element within this sophisticated work is the presence, in the mid-
dle ground at the left, of  the artist’s self-portrait next to the figure of  an adolescent 
cupid standing before a burning altar. goltzius, staring directly at the viewer, holds 
in each one of  his hands the tools of  his prodigious art : the burins, whose distinctive 
features are perfectly emulated by this very pen werck. given goltzius’ deep personal 
involvement with alchemical investigations, the image could also convey other mean-
ings : the fire, for instance, could have simultaneously recalled three different – but 
interrelatable – processes of  transformation, namely brewing, alchemy, and art.1

for an audience mainly composed by wealthy brewers, a theme such as Terence’s 
and images such as goltzius’ different versions of  Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus 
could have responded quite appropriately not only to specific aesthetic expectations 
but also to certain ‘moral’ issues, thanks to their extremely ‘positive,’ and some times 
even encomiastic, depictions of  Bacchus and the act of  drinking. in northern europe, 
and more precisely in haarlem and amsterdam around 1600, the figures of  Bacchus 
and ceres were commonly associated with the production and consumption of  beer. 
also Venus and cupid were indirectly associated with brewing, without losing their 
notorious connections with the concept of  love, especially in compositions in which 
they appear next to the ‘fire :’ an element that could have been easily interpreted, as 

1 The profound interest that goltzius has demonstrated toward the alchemy, already explored in my 
post-doctoral dissertation, is the topic of  my current research on the master’s career.

fig. 27. Jan saenredam after hendrick 
goltzius, Sine Cerere et Libero friget Venus. 
amsterdam, rijksmuseum, rijksprentenk-

abinet.

fig. 28. hendrick goltzius, Sine Cerere et 
Libero friget Venus. st petersburg, state her-

mitage Museum.
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we have seen, at least from the particular perspective of  brewers art-lovers, as a visual 
translation of  the ‘fire’ effectively used during the laborious, alchemical-like process 
of  distillation, during which all ingredients involved in the production of  beer were 
finally mixed and transformed into the dutch ‘wine of  wisdom’.

Van Mander’s peculiar description of  Bacchus as « the first producer of  beer » pro-
vides, on the other hand, an important key of  interpretation for goltzius’ works, 
opening up a series of  questions regarding the primary ambient of  reception of  such 
a complex net of  images, texts and emblem-like compositions. Without denying that 
these representations could have also conveyed other meanings and assumed differ-
ent connotations in their original context of  production, the interpretation proposed 
here, far from attempting to establish any mechanic social determinism, connects the 
extraordinary diffusion of  a rather unusual iconography, in the years between 1590 
and 1606, with the cultural context in which it has been first formulated in autono-
mous works of  art, outside the frontiers of  emblems. Thanks to such a historically-
based analysis, it becomes possible to examine the connections between goltzius’ 
visual strategies, deeply intertwined with the reference to Terence’s sentence, and 
the horizon of  expectations shaped and shared by a particular class of  patrons and 
art collectors living in haarlem in the turning of  the century : the wealthy and well-
educated « heirs of  Bacchus », the dutch brewers.




